T(n) = c-n °-log o n + E,~I ai.T(Fbi-n]) for n _> no, (1) 
< T(n) < d
for n < no,
where • ~ >_ 0,/~_> 0, c > 0, d > 0,
• k is a positive integer,
• a i > 0 a n d l > b i > 0 f o r i = l , . . . , k , /r 1
Since no _> max,= 1 1---~,1 Fbi.nl < n -1 for all b~ and n >_ no. Thus, the T(n) term on the left-hand side of (1) is defined on T-terms with smaller n, and (2) properly specifies the initial values of T. A special case of this recurrence, namely, k = 1, is discussed in [2, 5] and standard textbooks on algorithms and is used extensively to analyze divide-and-conquer strategies [1, 4] . A specific recurrence with k -2 is used to analyze a divide-and-conquer algorithm for selecting a key with a given rank [1, 3, 4 ]. To finish the induction step, note that the right-hand side of (6) is at most S(n) as desired for the following reasons.
• By the choice of f3, c "n~ + ]3"g('v)''n ~ <_ -fa-n%
[" l,-2".~ ~2 ,._! :t f2.gCr -+)-n ~-+ < -f 2 . n ,.
• Since m0 ~ kS+.(g(r_+)_l) ] , y l " 2 r ' n r-1 bl
